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*** Now the entire series (13 books) is available as a single book, priced low for a limited time.
Search the ASIN number B01GTQ797K ***Please note that this book is NOT a PMP Study Guide.
This book gives you a result-oriented Exam Blueprint for your PMP success, along with tips,
techniques, free resources, and is based on the experience of the author & 657+ students he has
helped pass PMP so far."This is probably one of the important books you will need to have in your
PMP prep arsenal. Shiv Shenoy has been helping students prepare for PMP exam through his blog
and coaching. I'm glad to see him bringing out this book to help students prepare for the new PMP
exam, which PMI released in Jan-2016."- Cornelius Fichtner, PMPThe Project Management
PrepCast'Crack the New PMP Exam (2016) in 4 Weeks - Using Simple, Proven, Step-by-step
Approach' is a collective intelligence based blueprint to ace your PMP exam.Don't have a kindle?
No worries. You can easily read this book through the Kindle Cloud Reader on your Computer or
through the free Kindle App on almost any smartphone or desktop.This book is the result of
experience of hundreds of students around the world that the author has personally helped pass the
PMP certification exam conducted by PMI. This book contains highly effective information that
makes it easy for you to prepare and ace your Project Management certification (PMP) exam. Many
of the tips and techniques you lean here can be applied for other certification exams as well in your
career. This book is updated with newer insights discovered from time to time.Here's what you will
learn in this book: How PMP can greatly increase your chances of higher salary, better opportunity
and recognition in the industry, so you can progress fasterWhat do you need to know about the
updated syllabus based new PMP exam, thus avoiding confusion and simplify your study effortsAn
easy way to apply for PMP on PMI site, so your application is not rejected for want of information
(template provided). Phew! this is a stress-buster.The whole examination process explained
step-by-step - so you can move ahead confidentlyNew PMP changes outlinedPMP myths - best
avoided to increase your chances of passing the examA step-by-step 4-week study plan - refined
over last two years based on the feedback from hundreds of PMP students. The clincher!Simple
technique to answer any ITTO based questions with confidence (no need to spend days or weeks
trying to remember ITTOS!)Powerful tips and techniques at each step to simplify your PMP journey,
increase your confidence and reduce overall study timeStrategy to save 15+mins with access to
formulas and more during your exam, legally!PMP prep advice from people around the world that
took PMP exam and passed. Learn from their mistakes, avoid pitfalls. Priceless. How to get your
PMP certification for Free!Bonus section added - additional PMP syllabus content of the new
exam..A way to get 'Last Mile' prep material to make your PMP journey easier and enjoyable,

teaching you what is not given in PMBOK guide - including ways to identify the 'type' of a question
and answer it in seconds. This can get you into a confident state of mind instantly during the exam &
save you 15-20 mins to answer tougher questions...and more."...It will be a valuable tool in your
PMP tool kit."- Wayne A Dunlap, PMPProject Manager, U.S. Army"If you are looking for a 'one stop
shop' in your approach to successfully passing the new PMP exam, use this resource from Shiv
Shenoy. It is everything you need to know and more, written succinctly and in an easy to read
format...."- Kim Hammond, PMP*** Get the entire series (13 books in one) priced pretty low for a
limited
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This "book" was literally the biggest waste of money and time. I'm happy this wasn't more than a
couple bucks, but I'm quite certain everyone who gave such stellar reviews are paid individuals.This
book was no help or insight into taking the PMP exam or even what's been updated.He wrote things
like: "make sure you find a study technique that works for you, try highlighting or organizing by

groups," "make sure you don't get discouraged". Really? Any person who is taking the PMP should
have some of this "common sense" already, if not, you should not be a in the PM profession.

This book is a very short read and does not contain much information. I do not know why I bought
this book. And it gives some what a false expectation from the title. The book does not actually
contain any study material, only information on what to expect from the exam, scheduling,
application, etc. Lucky I have Rita's book as a foundational guide.In the book there is a link to sign
up for Shiv notes. This seems to be good information. Only issue is it's given to you in a convoluted
format, where you are sent daily emails. Why not put this information into one book and combine
with some of the details on scheduling, application, as an intro, to the actual material you need to
learn to pass the exam??? Any ways I just think the writer could have took a better clearer approach
to PMP.

'' Yippee! I cleared PMP today'' is something all the PMP aspirants want to shout out loud to the
entire world,the day they are able to do so. Not that the exam is tough but one needs more
dedication and ability to learn from experiences of others who succeeded. In today's busy life,
where everyone is tied up dealing with their own issues the author of this book SHIV took time to
collate experiences of so many successful people at one place. The way the content is organized
and the way it is explained is nothing less than AWESOME. I would say this is a must for every
PMP aspirant. Reading this book is like you talking to the experts directly and getting your runway
set up for a smooth take-off on your PMP journey. Kudos to the author SHIV SHENOY.

I've been following Shiv for the past 6 months in my quest to pass the PMP exam. I dream about
hearing the words" I cleared PMP today". I am confident that with Shiv Shenoy's help, I am assured
of hearing those words pretty soon. I have read all of the other material - from Rita, Head First,
Cornelius Fichner, and the PMBOK. This was the book that I was missing in my arsenal.What I
appreciate most and what is missing in other books, is that the information is placed in a clear and
concise format. All of the information that I need to pass the PMP is located in one book. I have 8
weeks to pass this exam, so it is good news to know that this format is meant to prepare you to pass
the exam in 4 weeks. I am pretty well versed on the older material. I needed to find out what is new
on the upgraded exam. This book lets me know what to expect, how to study, and how not to waste
time studying material that is not important for the test. Shiv's book is a great companion to the
other study material. It helps to reinforce what you have studied, and helps you locate and study

areas of concern. Wish that I had this book when I started my quest for the PMP a year ago. Would
have saved me time, and provided direction in quest of the Holy Grail of Certifications - the ever
elusive PMP Certification.

Crack the New (2016) PMP Exam in 4 Weeks is the book you must have to successfully plan on
obtaining your PMP certification. This book contains information and details on the latest changes in
the exam. It also include lessons learned tips from exam takers to help you reinforce and focus on
your preparation and review strategy. Highly recommended book to anyone wanting to have a
successful review strategy in obtaining their PMP certification.

I joined Shiv's PM Exam SmartNotes mailing last weekend. I have already found the content
amazing. I have been contemplating my PMP for a few years. Due to recent circumstances it is
really critical for my career to get my PMP. I am a civil engineer. After 3 attempts I finally passed the
PE Exam. My issue was setting a study schedule and actually sticking to it. In my state, after 3
attempts you have a waiting period before you apply again. I knew I need extra help. I decided to
hire a professional coach to keep me on track. My coach was awesome and really helped me stay
on track. Unfortunately, it is expensive and really do not have the finances to do it for the PMP. Over
the past few weeks I have searched for study schedules and tips to help set myself up for success.
So when I saw this book has a study schedule, I knew this would be a valuable resource for my
studies.Knowing that the exam updated this January all of the resources out there do not have this
new material. This book provides a great overview of these new topics.All of the material I have
gotten from Shiv is direct and to the point. You are not wasting time on extraneous material.I am
sure the advise in the book will help set me up for success in studying and clear the PMP exam in 1
attempt.
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